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Abstract
In this paper the unique solvability of the analog of the Tricomi problem for the third
order loaded diﬀerential and integro-diﬀerential equations with parabolic-hyperbolic
operators is proved. The existence of a solution is proved by the reduction to the
integral equations with a shift of the second kind. We obtain necessary and suﬃcient
conditions for the existence of a unique solution.
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1 Introduction
The ﬁrst fundamental research on the theory of mixed type equations are the works
of F Tricomi, S Gellerstedt, which were published in the s. Due to the research of
FI Frankl, IN Vekua, MA Lavrent‘ev, and AN Bitsadze, P Germain, R Bader, M Protter,
K Morawets, MS Salakhidinov, TD Djuraev, AM Nakhushev, and many other authors,
this theory became one of the main directions of the modern theory of partial diﬀerential
equations.
The necessity of the consideration of the parabolic-hyperbolic type equation was speci-
ﬁed in  by Gel‘fand []. He gave an example connected to the movement of the gas in
a channel surrounded by a porous environment. Inside the channel the movement of the
gas was described by the equation; outside by the diﬀusion equation.
Recently, loaded equations have been of great interest owing to intensive studying the
problems of optimal control of the agro-economical system, of long-term forecasting, and
regulating the subsoil waters layer and soil moisture. First, the most general deﬁnition
of the loaded equation was given by Nakhushev in  []. He also gave notions and a
detailed classiﬁcation for diﬀerent loaded diﬀerential, loaded integral, loaded functional
equations and considered their numerical applications.
The following equation arises in problems of somemathematical models in problems of













ω(z)dz + f (z),
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where ω(z) = ω(z, z, z) is the density grain in the point z at time z ≥  ﬂying with speed
c under an angle θ , cos θ = z, to the straight line z, z = . Moreover, the functions σ (z),
σ(z), and f (z) are given.





+ ϕ(y, z) = λπ
∫
|ξ |=
θ (z, y, ξ )ϕ(ξ , z)dξ + F(y, z)
in the phase domain {(y, z) : |y| =
√
y + y + y = , z ∈ }. Here ϕ(y, z) is an unknown func-
tion, which deﬁnes the density of particles ﬂying into the direction of y, |y| = , from the
point z = (z, z, z). The function α(z) is positive and bounded, which characterizes the
absorption of the medium; λ is the spectral parameter; θ (z, y, ξ ) and F(y, z) are given func-
tions.
Basic questions of the theory of boundary value problems for partial equations are the
same for the boundary value problems for the loaded equations. However, the existence of
the loaded operator does not always make it possible to apply directly the known theory
of boundary value problems.
What puts the considered problems in a class by itself is that the equation of the third or-
der with the most generalized parabolic-hyperbolic and loaded operator is studied. An in-
vestigation is in order of the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the stayed bound-
ary value problems for the loaded third order equations mixed type. One investigates the
proof of the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the boundary value problem for
the loaded diﬀerential and integro-diﬀerential equations of the mixed type for the analog
problems of Tricomi.
2 Preliminaries
In this section we give some formulas which will be used in what follows. We note that
the regular solutions of some hyperbolic equations are directly connected with Riemann-
Hadamard functions. Therefore, the basic properties such as the decomposition formulas,
formulas of the analytical continuation, the formula of the diﬀerentiation for the Riemann-
Hadamard function are necessary for studying of the regular solutions [].
The following function is called the Riemann-Hadamard function []:





λ(ξ – x – y)(η – x + y)], η > x + y,
J[
√
λ(ξ – x – y)(η – x + y)] + J[
√
λ(η – x – y)(ξ – x + y)], η < x + y,
where J[z] is the Bessel function [].
The Riemann-Hadamard function has the following properties []:
. B(ξ ,η; ξ,η) as function (ξ ,η) is a solution equation to the conjugate equation
L∗(z) = zξη + λz =  and as a function (ξ,η) is a solution’s characteristic equation
L(z) = zξη + λz = ;
. (a) Bξ (ξ ,η; ξ,η) =  for η = η;
(b) Bη(ξ ,η; ξ,η) =  for ξ = ξ;
(c) B(ξ ,η; ξ,η) =  at ξ = ξ and η = η;
. limε→+ [Bξ (ξ , ξ + ε; ξ,η) – Bξ (ξ , ξ – ε; ξ,η)] = , ξ ∈ [, ξ];
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. Bη(ξ ,η; ξ,η) – Bξ (ξ ,η; ξ,η) =  at η = ξ , where B and B denote the
Riemann-Hadamard functions for η > ξ and η < ξ.





uxx – uy – λu –μu(x, ), y > ,
uxx – uyy + λu –μu(x, ), y < ,
()
in the domain .
 is a simple connected domain located in the plane of independent variables x and y,
bounded by y >  with segments AA, BB, AB (A(, ), B(, ), A(, ), B(, )) and by
y <  with characteristics AC : x + y = , BC : x – y =  of ().
We use the following:
 = ∩ {y > },  = ∩ {y < }, I =
{
(x, y) :  < x < , y = 
}
.
In () λk , μk (k = , ) are given real parameters.
We investigate the following problem.
Problem T Find a function u(x, y) satisfying the conditions:
() u(x, y) ∈ C()∩C( ∪AC ∪AA)∩C,x,y ()∩C,x,y ();
() u(x, y) satisﬁes equation () in  and ;
() u(x, y) satisﬁes the boundary conditions:
u(x, y)|AA = ϕ(y), ux(x, y)|AA = ϕ(y),
u(x, y)|BB = ϕ(y), ≤ y≤ ,
()




=ψ(x), ≤ x≤  , ()
where n is the interior normal, ϕ(y), ϕ(y), ϕ(y), ψ(x), and ψ(x) are given
real-valued functions, such that ϕ() =ψ().
Let λ > , λ > , μk 	= , k = , .
Equation () can be written as []
uxx – uy – λu –μu(x, ) = w(y), y > , ()
uxx – uyy + λu –μu(x, ) = w(y), y < , ()
here w(y), w(y) are arbitrary continuous functions.
We use the following:
u(x,±) = τ (x), (x, ) ∈ I, ()
uy(x,±) = ν(x), (x, ) ∈ I. ()
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It is known that every regular solution of () in , with the ﬁrst boundary condition ()











































where B(ξ ,η;x + y,x – y) is the Riemann-Hadamard function [], J[z] is the Bessel func-
tion [].



















+ λxψ() – ν(). ()
Diﬀerentiating () with respect to x and replace variables with y (–  ≤ y≤ ), bearing
in mind ν() = √ψ(), we ﬁnd the function w(y):
w(y) = –μτ (–y) –
√
ψ ′(–y) + λψ (–y), –

 ≤ y≤ . ()














































Substituting into () the expression of w(y) by () and after some transformation we





























































λ(ξ – x)(t – ξ – x)]dξ ,  < t ≤ x ,∫ t
t–x J[
√
λ(ξ – x)(t – ξ – x)]dξ , x ≤ t < x.
()
Passing to the limit in () at y→ + considering u(x, y) ∈ C(), (), () we have []
τ ′′(x) – ν(x) – (λ +μ)τ (x) = w(), ()
where w() is an unknown constant, which will be found later on.
4 Main results
Theorem  If


















then there exists a unique solution to the problem T.
Proof From () and (), bearing in mind u(x, y) ∈ C(),












K(x, t)τ ′(t)dt = F(x) +w()F(x), ()
here





















































































Equation () is the Volterra type integral equation of the second kind with shift [], s(x, ξ )
is deﬁned by ().
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Setting




K(x, t)τ ′(t)dt +w()F(x), ()




K(x, t)τ ′(t)dt =(x). ()
From the representations of the functions K(x, t) and (x), using some properties of
the Bessel function [] based on the general theory of integral equation [], one can easily
ensure that () has a unique solution, which is represented as




where R(x, t) is the resolvent kernel of K(x, t).
Substituting () into (), after some transformations we obtain a Volterra type integral





K(x, t)τ ′(t)dt =(x), ()
K(x, t) = K(x, t) +
∫ x
t
R(x, t)K(s, t)ds, ()











Taking into consideration (), (), () enclose
∣∣K(x, t)∣∣ ≤ const, ∣∣(x)∣∣ ≤ const. ()
Using the method of successive approximations in (), we examine the following se-
quence:
τ ′(x) =(x)
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For proving the existence of the solution () it is enough to prove the uniform conver-





τ ′n(x) – τ ′n–(x)
]
. ()
Regarding max |K(x, t)| =M, maxx∈[,] |f (x)| =m, estimate
∣∣τ ′(x)







∣∣∣∣ ≤ |μ|mMx ,








τ ′(t) – τ ′(t)
]
dt
∣∣∣∣ ≤ |μ|mM x

! ,








τ ′n–(t) – τ ′n–(t)
]
dt




Consequently it is a sequential estimation of the series of () for each value μ with
absolute and uniform convergence and the function τ ′(x) = limn→∞ τ ′n(x) is a solution of
() in [, ].
For proving the unique solution equation () in class C[, ] it is enough to prove that
the corresponding homogeneous equation has only a trivial solution in this class.




K(x, t)χ ′(t)dt = ,

























Reducing the foregoing estimate for n→ ∞ it follows that χ ′(x) = .
Thus the proof of () exists as a unique solution which is equivalent with problem T.
Taking account of (), (), () we get the solution equation () as























F(x) = F(x) +
∫ x

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R(x, t,μ) is the resolvent kernel of K(x, t). Here, by virtue of (), (), with regard to
() we enclose the function τ (x) in the class C[, ]∩C(, ).
After ﬁnding τ (x) according to the condition τ () = ϕ(), we can ﬁnd the value of w().
Using relation (), () and taking into account () we uniquely deﬁne the functions
w(y) and ν(x).
After the determination of ν(x) and w(y) the solution of problem T in the domain 
would be reconstructed (reconstruction) just as the solution of the Cauchy [] problem or
Darboux in () for ().
It is obvious that the problem for () in  is an undetermined real function which
is equivalent to the following problem T∗ for () with the boundary conditions () and
u(x, +) = τ (x).
Introduce the new unknown function z(x, y),
u(x, y) = z(x, y) · e–λy.
Therefore, the boundary value problem in is reduced to the following boundary value
problem, which is called problem T∗ in :
∂
∂x (zxx – zy) = F(x, y),
z(x, y)|AA = eλyϕ(y), zx(x, y)|AA = eλyϕ(y), z(x, y)|BB = eλyϕ(y),
z(x, ) = τ (x),
here F(x, y) = μeλyτ ′(x), τ ′(x) is deﬁned by ().
The proof of the unique solvability of problem T∗ can be found in []. Hence, problem
T has also unique solvability. Theorem  is proved. 
Remark Analogously we can prove unique solvability for problemT where λ > , λ < 
and μk 	= , k = , .
5 Problem T1 for integro-differential equation
Let be a simple connected domain located in the plane of independent variables x and y,
bounded by y >  with segments AA, BB, AB (A(, ), B(, ), A(, ), B(, )) and by
y <  with the characteristics









xu(x, ), y > ,




ξu(ξ , ), y < , ξ = x + y,
()
here λ, λ are given real parameters, Dγiox (γi = αi,βi) are integro-diﬀerential operators [,
].
We use the following:
 = ∩ {y > },  = ∩ {y < }, I =
{
(x, y) :  < x < , y = 
}
.
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Problem T Find a function u(x, y) satisfying the conditions:
() u(x, y) ∈ C()∩C,x,y ()∩C,x,y ();
() ux(uy) is continuous up to AA ∪AB∪AC(AB∪AC);
() the sewing condition
uy(x, –) = uy(x, +),  < x < ; ()
() the boundary conditions
u(x, y)|AA = ϕ(y), ux(x, y)|AA = ϕ(y),







=ψ(x), ≤ x≤  , ()
where n is the interior normal, ϕ(y), ϕ(y), ϕ(y), ψ(x), and ψ(x) are given
real-valued functions, moreover, ϕ() =ψ() = .
Theorem  If λ > , λ > , ai(x, y)≥ , (x, y) ∈ , bi(x, y)≥ , (x, y) ∈ , and
ai(x, y) ∈ C()∩C(), bi(x, y) ∈ C()∩C() (i = ,n), ()


















then there exists a unique solution to problem T.
Proof of Theorem  Equation () can be written as []
uxx – uy – λu –
n∑
i=
ai(x, y)Dαioxu(x, ) = w(y), ()
uxx – uyy – λu –
n∑
i=
bi(x, y)Dβioξu(ξ , ) = w(y), ()
here w(y), w(y) are arbitrary continuous functions.
We use the following:
u(x, –) = τ (x), (x, ) ∈ I, ()
uy(x, –) = ν(x), (x, ) ∈ I. ()
It is well known that every regular solution of () in , with the ﬁrst boundary condi-
tion () and () is represented as in [].
The solution of () in domain , with ﬁrst boundary conditions () and () ex-
ists (condition () guarantees the existence of the Riemann-Hadamard functions for the
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Dβioξ τ (ξ )dξ
∫ x–y
ξ








where B(ξ ,η;x + y,x – y) is a Riemann-Hadamard function [], J[z] is a Bessel function
[], and for the index we have the implied summation from  to n.
Satisfying (), the second boundary condition of (), and taking account of








ψ ′(–y) + λψ (–y) + λψ(), –

 ≤ y≤ . ()























































Here w(y) is determined by ().
Passing to the limit in (), y → +, taking account of (), (), and (), we obtain a
second functional relation between the function τ (x) and ν(x), transferred from the  to
AB:
τ ′′(x) – ν(x) – λτ (x) –
n∑
i=
ai(x, )Dαixτ (x) = w(), ()
where w() is an unknown constant to be deﬁned.
Except the function ν(x) in () and (), in view of the sewing condition, we obtain an




Kn(x, t)τ ′(t)dt = ω()f(x) + f(x), ()
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here




























K(x, t + (x – t)v)
vβi dv, αi < ,βi < , ()











λ(x – ξ )
]
dξ+ Ai(x – t)
–αi
( – αi)( – αi)









λ(x – t)( + v)
]]
dv
+ (x – t)
–βi








x, t + (x – t)v
)]
dv,  < αi,βi < , ()
here Ai(x), f(x), f(x), K(x, t) depend on the given function, for the index implied sum-
mation from  to n. ω() is an unknown constant to be deﬁned.






















where Ri(x, t) is the resolvent of the kernel Ki(x, t) (i = , ).
Hence, by virtue of the condition τ () = ϕ(), w() are determined uniquely, since,
using relations (), (), (), and (), ν(x) are determined uniquely.
After ﬁnding τ (x) and ν(x), the solution of problem T deﬁned in  by a formula due
to Cauchy [] or Darboux (see ()). For the construction of the solution BVP A in  we
pass to the auxiliary problemA∗ [] for () and similarly to [] we prove the uniqueness
of the solution.
Problem T is uniquely solvable. Theorem  is proved. Analogously, one can prove the
uniqueness of the solution problem T in the case where λ > , λ < . 
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